Our Curriculum
The work we do at Youthtown is guided by not only our organisational values,
but the ideas contained within our curriculum. Here’s a quick guide!

The Goal: Empowered young people, engaged in their communities!
When young people thrive, we all thrive.

Our core outcome areas (things you’ll find in every Youthtown space):
LEARNING LIFE SKILLS

WORKING COLLABORATIVELY

Why? Having a diverse skillset hopefully makes
you a very useful person to the world you’re in
now. It also gives you the ability to open more
new doors with confidence in the future!

Why? In the classroom, real world and
workplace beyond, the ability to forge successful
and productive relationships with others is key.
The world needs problem-solvers. Plus, making
friends along the way is awesome!

How? We support young people to build and
add to a healthy kete of skills and experiences.
Our team helps young people develop the
language they’ll need to articulate these
achievements to people they meet on their
journey.

How? We create a safe space for young people
to contribute and make connections. Our team
helps young people reflect on what they can give
to a group environment whilst bringing out the
best in themselves and each other.

BUILDING RESILIENCE

UNLOCKING POTENTIAL

Why? Building a healthy understanding of how
to dig deep and navigate the many situations life
will throw is a huge advantage. Knowing how to
bounce forward and see resilience as a journey
are vital wellbeing skills.

Why? Finding out what you’re good at early
on is great, but not everyone knows, and
that’s okay! A better understanding of what
you’re drawn to helps you hone your filter on
life, aiding you to make better decisions as
you find and follow your path.

How? We provide a high challenge-high
support environment for young people to have
formative experiences. Our team supports
each young person’s resilience-building journey
with care and empathy.

How? We journey with young people as they
discover their strengths and superpowers.
Our team supports young people to feel
ready to own their greatness. We believe in
the power of young people!

